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Paracord Fusion Ties - Volume 2 (PFT-V2) is the second installment in the paracord fusion ties

book series and another stunning achievement by author J.D. Lenzen. Like Paracord Fusion Ties -

Volume 1, PFT-V2 reveals innovative and stylish ways of storing paracord for later use. So once

again you'll find crisp, clear, full-color photographs (over 950 in all!), coupled with succinctly written,

easy to follow step-by-step instructions for bracelets, straps, and key fobs, as well as medallions

and other storage ties that will keep your paracord on-hand and ready for deployment. Still PFT-V2

doesn't stop there! It also provides directions for ties and techniques that represent the next level in

paracording knowledge--the making of practical paracord objects. Primarily designed to provide

survival and/or tactical advantages, practical paracord objects are in themselves useful. That is,

they provide benefits to those who tie them, in real time; as opposed to when they're unraveled and

the cord within them used. Examples of the practical paracord objects in PFT-V2 include: Bush

Sandals, Emergency Snow Goggles, No-Slip Machete Grip, Single-Cord Rock Sling, and more;

including pouches, baskets, secret compartment fobs, and tactical ties.Featuring instructions for 35

awe-inspiringÂ paracord designs, PFT-V2 is an epic step forward in the craft of fusion knotting and

a must have book for anyone serious about learning paracord ties!Foreword by The Paracordist.
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First of all I must say that I've been a fan of JD's work for a while now. The way he teaches while



inspiring at the same time is truly uncanny.Another major point I want to make - this particular

author provides far more info and varieties of weaves and projects in his books than anyone else

out there. Other books show you the Solomon weave done ten different times but with different

blandly colored cord, or cord endings, then maybe they put in two other weaves and replicate those

in different colors to fill out the book as if they've presented the reader with ANY inspiring ideas.-

This is for the serious paracordist-This book is the second volume of THE quintessential guide for

the paracordist who never wants to stop learning. This book is full of projects that will keep even the

most veteran paracordist busy for weeks. Every single tie or weave has been separated into

chapters with certain minute or even drastic variations included.Like volume one, number two does

it justice and then some. As in the first book, The colors used for each tie seem to have been

carefully selected to really make the weave one that will stand out to the reader. The author has

expanded his scope, so to speak, and includes several sections on more practical uses for

Paracord tying - like making a pouch, belt holster, machete grip, and a sling, just to name a few.

Some others are snow goggles, and beach sandals - if you can believe that!I was pleased beyond

belief to have gotten the book yesterday (2 weeks before the scheduled release), mainly because

like his other books, they inspire the reader to take his lessons, and run with them to wherever their

own creativity and imagination can take them!
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